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1. GENERAL
 
1.1. Scope
The General Terms & Conditions (GTC) for the digital area of Admeira AG apply to all advertising orders and govern the con-
clusion, content and execution of agreements relating to the offering of Admeira AG (Admeira) on the integration of adverti-
sers into an advertising vehicle of the electronic media of the inventory owners.
The GTC of Admeira apply exclusively. Conflicting confirmations of the advertiser or the agency (contractual partner) that
refer to their own terms and conditions are hereby expressly refuted. Deviations from these GTC or the general terms and
conditions of the contractual partner are only valid insofar as Admeira has confirmed them in writing.
For e-commerce transactions of individual partners incorporated into the offers of the inventory owners, the latest version of
the general terms and conditions of the shop providers apply; these may be found on the corresponding website.
 
1.2. Definitions
Inventory owners are deemed to be companies that have handed over their inventory (either wholly or partially) to Admeira
for marketing purposes.
Advertisers are deemed to be individual persons or companies who advertise for themselves or who advertise their products
and/or services or products and/or services distributed by them.
An advertising order is deemed to be any agreement between Admeira and the contractual partner on integration of any
form of commercial communication ("advertising") of the advertiser into an advertising vehicle of an inventory owner.
The contractual partner is either the advertiser itself (irrespective of whether it is contracting on its own behalf or whether it
is contracting through an advertising or media agency) or an advertising or media agency (agency), insofar as this party is the
actual contractual partner of Admeira and enters into the contractual relationship with Admeira in its own name and for its
own account.
Advertising vehicles are understood to be all electronic media of the inventory owner that are (wholly or partially) marketed
by Admeira.
An advertisement can essentially be any format that is displayed in the latest relevant offer and price list, which can be view-
ed at www.admeira.ch. Special formats and special advertising forms are possible following consultation with and review by
Admeira. Admeira is entitled to change the advertisements offered at any time or remove them from the offering entirely.
 
1.3. Representation by an agency
Advertising orders of agencies in the name and for the account of the advertiser (agency client) and in the name of the agen-
cy and for the account of the advertiser (indirect representation) are only accepted by Admeira for specifically designated
clients. The agency working with Admeira shall inform Admeira prior to concluding the contract whether it is acting both in
the name and for the account of the advertiser (direct representation) or in its own name and for the account of the adverti-
ser (indirect representation). In the case of direct representation, the advertiser is the contractual partner of Admeira; in the
case of indirect representation, the agency is the contractual partner of Admeira. If there is any lack of clarity regarding rep-
resentation, the contract is deemed to have been concluded with the agency (indirect representation).
Admeira shall be entitled to demand from agencies a proof of mandate or power of authority. The advertiser shall state in the
power of authority it has issued that it will inform Admeira immediately of the revocation of the order or power of authority
issued to the agent. In the power of authority the advertiser shall state that it is responsible for the content of the agreement
and in particular for the form and lawfulness thereof, and that it will bear any consequences of non-compliance with statutory
provisions. The advertiser is liable vis-à-vis Admeira for settling the services listed in the agreement and the invoices issued in
the name of the representative by Admeira. Any rights of recourse of the advertisers vis-à-vis the agency form a component
part of the bilateral legal relationship between the advertisers and the agency, and may not be used against Admeira or as
justification for non-settlement or delayed settlement of invoices issued by Admeira.
An advertiser directly represented by an agency may only release itself from its payment obligations vis-à-vis Admeira
through remittance of payment to the same. Admeira reserves the right to make direct contact with the directly represented
advertiser and provide them with a copy of the signed agreement.
The agency is responsible for providing its clients with information on their obligations and rights that result from all sections
of the corresponding agreement.
The agency undertakes to fulfil its accountability obligations vis-à-vis its clients pursuant to Art. 400 and 401 of the Swiss
Code of Obligations.
 
 
2. CONCLUSION OF ADVERTISING ORDERS
 
The proposals and offers of Admeira are non-binding at all times, and are in particular subject to the availability of advertising
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slots and/or advertising sites.
An advertising order only takes legal effect once Admeira confirms an advertising order in writing or by email and the adverti-
ser or the agency has not refuted this order confirmation in writing or by email within 48 hours, or if a corresponding agree-
ment has been countersigned by the advertiser or the agency. Admeira is entitled to demand written counter-confirmation of
the advertising order from the advertiser or the agency (email is sufficient). The advertising order shall in any case come into
being with the integration of the advertisement into the agreed advertising sites. The integration of the advertisement
replaces the confirmation of Admeira at this point, whereupon any refutation on the part of the advertiser or the agency is
excluded.
 
The advertising order is covered exclusively by these GTC and by the following documents listed, which form a material and
integral part of the agreement:
 

Order confirmation●

Existing client agreements, if applicable●

Existing agency agreements, if applicable●

Advertisement specifications (may be viewed in the latest version that applies at the time of conclusion of the agreement●

at www.admeira.ch)
 
 
3. RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS OF ADMEIRA
 
3.1. General
Admeira will provide the agreed services with due care. It is entitled to involve third parties to assist with the fulfilment of its
contractual obligations at all times.
 
3.2. Right of refusal and ruspension of service
Admeira has the right to reject advertising orders from advertisers and/or agencies at any time, and without giving reasons.
Any rejection shall be communicated by Admeira to the advertiser or the agency without delay.
Moreover, in the case of advertising orders already concluded, Admeira is entitled to remove immoral or illegal content of
advertisements (especially portrayals of violence, pornographic or racist content, incitements to violence or crime, games and
betting which violate the Swiss Lotteries Act, unsolicited advertisements (spam), content which infringes on third-party
rights such as copyright, trademarks, patents, privacy or design rights and content which violates the legislation against unfair
competition or key advertising guidelines such as those concerning tobacco, alcohol, medicine and food) from a website with
immediate effect at any time, at its own discretion and without informing the contractual partner or providing it with prior
notice. Such action will not entitle the client to file claims of any kind against Admeira.

Admeira is expressly released from the obligation to provide services in relation to (outstanding) freespace,
conditional or performance compensation credits in the event that an inventory is no longer marketed by Admeira.
Such action does not result in any claims against Admeira on the part of the contractual partner.
 
3.3. Editorial freedom
The editorial freedom with respect to all content on all advertising vehicles lies with the corresponding inventory owner. It
remains unaffected by this agreement and also encompasses design as well as channel classification, for example. Changes to
the design of the electronic media of the inventory owners or advertising vehicles during the term of the agreement are per-
missible at any time, provided the new position of the advertisements is of at least equivalent quality. In the event of disag-
reement regarding equivalence, Admeira will decide on this aspect.
 
3.4. Forwarding of data for advertising statistics
The contractual partner acknowledges and agrees that Admeira may use data to draw up advertising statistics as well as for-
ward data to third parties.
 
3.5. Storage
Admeira is entitled but not obliged to save advertisements and archive them for an indefinite period of time.
 
 
4. RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS OF THE CONTRACTUAL PARTNER
 
4.1. Supply of advertising material
The contractual partner undertakes to provide Admeira, at its own cost, with the advertisements necessary for the delivery/activation of the
advertising, including in an ongoing campaign, in keeping with the prevailing technical specifications –which may be found at www.admeira.ch –at
the latest by the following deadlines prior to the confirmed activation date (campaign start):
 

3 working days (final deadline: 17.00) for conventional advertising forms such as GIF, JPEG, iFrame, SWF, third party tags●

5 working days (final deadline: 17.00) for special advertising forms such as pushdown, mobile interstitials and html5●

5 working days (final deadline: 17.00) for all video advertising material such as pre-rolls, start-up ads, channel switch ads●

10 working days (final deadline: 17.00) for PR texts, advertorials and native advertising●

 
Advertising material should be delivered to the following email addresses (depending on the allocated website(s)):
 
digitaladops.ringier@admeira.ch
digitaladops.rasch@admeira.ch
digitaladops.swisscom@admeira.ch
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The contractual partner shall be liable for the consequences of any advertising material that is faulty or delivered late.
In the event of incorrect supply of material and particularly where delivery is delayed or in the event of subsequent adjust-
ments, adherence to the agreed activation deadline or fulfilment of the agreed service cannot be guaranteed. In such cases,
the full compensation claim of Admeira will retain its validity even if activation of the advertisement is delayed or omitted
altogether.
 
4.2. Compensation
The contractual partner shall pay Admeira the compensation amount set out in the advertising order, plus value-added tax
and (if applicable) other relevant taxes to the prevailing stipulated statutory amount.
If the compensation amount or a proportion thereof is based on a post-click value (bill per registration, etc.), the contractual
partner is obliged to incorporate (or have incorporated) into the websites of the advertiser a toolbox program code (ad tag)
for purposes of reporting and tracking.
If, on the basis of the agreed compensation model (e.g. revenue sharing), Admeira is reliant on a statement to be provided by
the contractual partner, the latter shall draw up and deliver a detailed statement to Admeira by the third working day of each
following month. Admeira is entitled to have the statement audited by an independent auditor and/or IT professional, and this
party must be subject to the professional obligation to maintain confidentiality. Should deviations be identified by this party
amounting to more than 5 % which are to the detriment of Admeira, the costs of the audit will be borne by the contractual
partner and the deviations subsequently invoiced in line with the amount in question.
 
4.3. Responsibility for quality and advertisement content / indemnity
The contractual partner bears sole responsibility for advertisements and their content submitted to Admeira for publication.
The contractual partner undertakes to review its advertisements, content, products and other information with respect to
their lawfulness and to provide a guarantee in this respect.
If Admeira, a member of its governing bodies or one of its employees becomes the object of criminal, civil or administrative
law proceedings as a result of the unlawfulness of information of the advertiser or agency, or due to the failure to gain the
consent of a third party, the contractual partner shall fully indemnify the affected parties in respect of all claims.
 
4.4. Intellectual property rights
The contractual partner guarantees that all rights necessary for the production of the advertisement have been obtained by it
or by the advertiser, and that it possesses all necessary rights for the activation of the advertisement in the booked adverti-
sing vehicles.
The contractual partner transfers to Admeira, to the extent required for the execution of the advertising order, all copyright,
usage and performance protection rights and other rights necessary for the use of the advertising in the booked electronic
media, particularly the rights necessary for reduplication, dissemination, transmission, processing, as well as storage in and
extraction from a database, covering all relevant aspects of time, locality and content, together with the corresponding subli-
censing rights for the inventory owner of the booked advertising vehicle.
The contractual partner grants Admeira the right to mark the advertisement where necessary with the designation "advertising" or similar, to pre-
serve copies of the advertisement, and to make these accessible via an Admeira database to the extent required for the execution of the adverti-
sing order.
The contractual partner indemnifies Admeira against all third-party claims that could arise as a result of the infringement of
third-party rights (including legal defence costs). Admeira shall inform the contractual partner about the assertion of such
rights by third parties.
Moreover, all intellectual property rights (copyright, trademark, design rights, etc.) to content, logos, layouts, etc. that are
accessible on the advertising vehicles of the inventory owners belong to and shall remain the property of Admeira, the cor-
responding inventory owners or the third parties that have made this material available to Admeira and/or the corresponding
inventory owners. The contractual partner hereby acknowledges that no claims to the above-mentioned intellectual property
rights shall accrue to it as a result of the contractual relationship with Admeira.
 
4.5. Notification of defects
The contractual partner must review the integration of the advertisement within 24 hours of activation and immediately file a
complaint in respect of any defects. The complaint period begins at the time when the advertisement is activated in the
event of evident defects, and at the point of discovery in the event of hidden defects. If the contractual partner fails to sub-
mit a notification of defect promptly, the activation of the advertisement is deemed to have been approved.
 
 
5. INVOICING AND PAYMENT TERMS
 
5.1. Invoicing
Admeira shall bill the contractual partner upon final delivery of the agreed service or at the end of each month pro rata tem-
poris.
The ad management tools used by Admeira shall be the determining factor with regard to the services invoiced. In the case of
time-based advertising placements (fixed placements), the service is deemed to have been wholly fulfilled if at least 80 % of
the media service forecast in advance (indicative ad impression values) has been delivered. For the invoicing of variable costs,
the tracking system that provides information on yardsticks such as clicks, leads and turnover (order value) shall be the deter-
mining factor. Only the tracking system of Admeira shall be relevant in this respect. Any payment discrepancy of up to 10 %
between the tracking system of Admeira and that of the contractual partner will not be taken into consideration for invoicing
purposes. Should a discrepancy exceed 10 %, Admeira will try to reach an accommodation with the contractual partner.
If, due to circumstances for which the contractual partner is responsible, Admeira cannot provide the agreed services during
the agreed campaign period either fully or at all (i.e. not to the level of at least 80 % of the media service agreed in advance),
in particular because Admeira has received advertising material late, in a flawed condition, in a flawed format or containing
unlawful content, Admeira shall be entitled to invoice the contractual partner in full for the compensation amount owed for
the service in question as per the advertising order.
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If, due to circumstances for which the contractual partner is not responsible, Admeira cannot provide the agreed service
during the agreed campaign period either fully or at all (i.e. not to the level of at least 80 % of the media service agreed in
advance), Admeira shall invoice the contractual partner a proportionately reduced amount for the compensation owed for the
service in question as per the advertising order. The same applies for those cases in which the agreed service cannot be pro-
vided either fully or at all due to circumstances for which Admeira, rather than the contractual partner, is responsible.
Any further-reaching reimbursements by Admeira (e.g. lost commissions due to underdelivery) are excluded. No rights or
claims in connection with underdelivery shall arise for the contractual partner beyond those described in this section 5.1.
 
5.2. Payment deadline / default
Unless otherwise agreed, invoices shall be due and payable without deductions not later than 30 days after invoicing.
In the event of overdue payment, the contractual partner shall be charged statutory late payment interest and debt collection
expenses. If the contractual partner fails to pay an invoice / invoices despite reminder, Admeira shall be entitled to terminate
the advertising order without notice (termination for good cause, cf. Section 9.6).
In the event of overdue payment, Admeira shall be entitled to halt the advertising order of the contract party with immediate
effect. The existing claim to payment, including for these curtailed services, shall remain unaffected
 
5.3. Advance payment / security deposits
The provisions of Section 5.1 notwithstanding, Admeira reserves the right to invoice a monthly sum in advance for advertising
orders. Unless otherwise agreed, this advance invoice must be settled one week prior to the initial activation of the adverti-
sement. In the event of non-adherence to this payment deadline, Admeira shall be entitled to cancel the planned advertise-
ment without reminder. The contractual partner remains obliged to pay the full amount of the contract and will also be liable
for any further losses.
Admeira is entitled to make further services dependent on advance payments or security deposits in the following situations
in particular:
 

in the event of the contractual partner being in arrears pursuant to Section 5.2;●

if it comes to the attention of Admeira that the contractual partner is having payment difficulties or in the event of a●

material deterioration in the commercial circumstances of the contractual partner.
 
5.4. No offsetting
The contractual partner is not entitled to engage in offsetting vis-à-vis Admeira by means of counter-claims.
 
 
6. DATA PROTECTION
 
6.1 General information
Data protection and data security are extremely important to Admeira. When processing personal data, Admeira adheres to
all relevant Swiss data protection legislation.
The client assures Admeira that it too will adhere to applicable data protection legislation, and confirms in particular that all
personal data made available to it has been gathered in a legitimate manner and may be used by Admeira for fulfilment of the
corresponding order.
Admeira undertakes to use the data of the contractual partner solely for the purposes of fulfilling the order received from the
latter and for the administration of the contractual relationship, subject to any approval issued to the contrary. In addition,
Admeira is entitled to process the personal data of the contractual partner for marketing purposes, specifically for customised
offers. The contractual partner may restrict or forbid the use of its data for marketing purposes in writing.

6.2 Evaluation of access data
If, through the application of certain technologies such as the use of cookies or tracking pixels, the client or agency obtains or
collects data resulting from the activation of online advertisements, the client or agency must ensure compliance with the
requirements of the European General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and the Swiss Data Protection Act (FADP) with
regard to the collection, processing and use of personal data.
 
7. CONFIDENTIALITY
 
Admeira, the advertiser and the agency shall treat with confidentiality all information that is not in the public domain or gene-
rally accessible. This duty of confidentiality applies from the moment the parties gain access to confidential information, irre-
spective of the start date of the agreement, and remains in place beyond the end of the agreement. An exception in this
respect is the data used for advertising statistics referred to in Section 3.4.
 
 
8. WARRANTY AND LIABILITY
 
8.1. Warranty
Admeira guarantees the best possible reproduction of the advertisement in keeping with the customary technical standards
in place at the time. The contractual partner acknowledges that it is not possible even with state-of-the-art technology to
guarantee wholly error-free reproduction of an advertisement at all times.
Admeira does not guarantee uninterrupted and fault-free availability of the advertisements on the advertising vehicles of the
inventory owners.
Admeira is not obliged to review the advertisements and any content delivered to it to ensure their legal conformity, accura-
cy, up-to-dateness, completeness, quality and/or flawlessness, and provides no warranty in this respect.
Admeira does not guarantee the accuracy, up-to-dateness and completeness of information that is accessible via the adverti-
sing vehicles of the inventory owners.
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8.2. Direct and indirect damage
Admeira has unlimited liability for any intentionally or negligently caused (direct) damage. In the event of slight negligence,
Admeira has unlimited liability for personal damage and liability for material damage up to the value of the service procured
by the contractual partner, but to a maximum amount of CHF 30,000 per loss occurrence.
Liability for indirect damage and for lost revenue and profit is excluded. Mandatory statutory provisions remain reserved.
Insofar as Admeira is obligated to compensate the contractual partner for losses incurred, Admeira must put the contractual partner in the same
position as if the agreement had never been concluded ("negative contractual interest"); compensation for losses as a result of non-fulfilment is
excluded.
 
8.3. Damage attributable to reasons beyond Admeira’s control
Admeira shall not be liable if provision of the service is temporarily interrupted, is wholly or partially restricted or is rendered
impossible by force majeure. Force majeure shall be deemed to include in particular power outages and harmful software (e.g.
virus attacks).
Admeira shall in no circumstances be responsible for misuse by third parties (e.g. hackers or infiltrators of computer viruses),
for security flaws in remote networks and the internet, or for costs of any support services of the advertiser, agency or third
party commissioned by the advertiser or the agency.
Where advertisements are not stored on a server of Admeira but are delivered via a server of the third party ("redirect pro-
cedure") and the contractual partner makes the advertisement available to Admeira by providing the latter with the URL of
the advertisement via the server of the contractual partner or the third party, Admeira provides no warranty and assumes no
liability for the delivery of data via the internet or for any other risks that may arise as a result, e.g. in respect of faultless deli-
very and quality of the advertisement as well as data security.
 
 
9. DURATION OF AGREEMENT, RIGHT OF WITHDRAWAL, POSTPONEMENT AND TERMINATION
 
9.1. Duration of agreement
The start and duration of the agreement are determined by the advertising order.
 
9.2. Right of withdrawal / cancellation
Withdrawal on the part of the advertiser or agency is excluded as a general principle.
However, in certain justified cases, Admeira may at its own discretion concede such a right of withdrawal to the advertiser or
the agency. Cancellation requires written form (whereby email will suffice), and must involve a comprehensible justification
for the cancellation. Verbal or telephone cancellation is not possible. By contrast, if Admeira considers the withdrawal to be
unjustified, such withdrawal will at no point be granted.
If the advertiser or the agency is granted exceptional right of withdrawal by Admeira, withdrawal is possible free of charge no
less than 11 working days prior to the agreed activation date. Where the right of withdrawal is granted to the contractual
partner by Admeira, withdrawal is only possible in the 10 days prior to the agreed campaign start in exchange for partial com-
pensation (contractual penalty), as measured against the net value of the advertising order in question:
 

between 10 and 6 working days prior to campaign start: 25 %●

between 5 and 3 working days prior to campaign start: 50 %●

less than 3 working days prior to campaign start: 100 %●

following activation: 100 %●

 
9.3. Postponement
Written postponement of an agreed activation time is only possible at least 11 working days prior to the first agreed activati-
on date, and is subject to the existence of available capacity.
 
9.4. Termination of fixed-term agreements
Where a term is clearly fixed in an advertising order, the agreement automatically lapses at the end of the agreed term.
 
9.5. Termination of agreements with minimum contract term or with open-ended term
Unless otherwise agreed, the agreement in the case of a minimum contract term applying in the advertising order can be ter-
minated by either party through the serving of notice in writing 30 days prior to the end of the minimum contract term. If the
agreement is not terminated as per the end of the minimum contract term, it is automatically extended for an indefinite
period of time, and may then be terminated through the serving of notice in writing 60 days prior to the end of any month.
The same also applies to agreements with no fixed term and no minimum contract term.
 
9.6. Termination for good cause
Admeira reserves the right to terminate the agreement without notice for good cause in all cases. Such good cause may
include in particular, but not exclusively:
 

payment arrears on the part of the contractual partner pursuant to Section 5.2;●

violation of these GTC or other rules of conduct;●

if the contractual partner misuses the services of Admeira for unlawful or immoral purposes.●

 
In the event of termination without notice for good cause, Admeira shall be entitled to suspend activation of the advertise-
ments with immediate effect. Compensation and further claims remain reserved.
In the event of termination without notice for good cause, the contractual partner is obliged, notwithstanding any further
legal obligations, to reimburse Admeira with the difference between any granted volume discounts and the discount as calcu-
lated on the actual volume achieved following termination.
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10. CHANGES
 
10.1. Amendments to General Terms and Conditions
Admeira is entitled to amend or adjust the General Terms and Conditions at any time. In the event of such amendment,
Admeira shall inform the contractual partner at least 30 days prior to entry into force of the new General Terms and Conditi-
ons.

10.2. Price changes
Admeira is entitled to adjust its prices and change its advertising sites at any time, and to remove the latter from its offering
either wholly or partially.
Price changes as compared to the published rates are possible at any time. For advertising orders that have become legally
binding, price changes are not valid. Price adjustments as a result of changes in taxes or duties payable (e.g. an increase in
VAT) do not count as price increases.
The further development of an advertising site or an appropriate adjustment of an advertisement for objective reasons does not count as a con-
tractual change. The appropriateness of such a further development or adjustment –e.g. as part of the redesign of an advertising vehicle –is assu-
med.
 
 
11. WRITTEN NOTIFICATION
 
Amendments and supplements to the contractual relationship, including changes to this clause itself, require written form to
be legally valid.
 
 
12. SEVERABILITY CLAUSE
 
Should one or more provisions of these GTC be or become invalid, the validity of all other provisions or agreements shall – in
case of doubt – remain unaffected. Instead of the ineffective provision(s), a stipulation shall be formulated which as far as
possible legitimately replicates the economic sense and purpose of the invalid provision(s). The same applies in the event of
any loopholes that need to be remedied.
 
 
13. TRANSFER TO THIRD PARTIES
 
The rights and obligations that apply under this agreement may only be transferred to a third party with the written approval
of the other contracting party. The transfer of the entire agreement to a legal successor and/or within the corporate group is
exempted from this approval requirement. In this case, the transfer should be communicated to the other party in writing.
 
 
14. JURISDICTION
 
The contractual relationship is subject to Swiss law, to the exclusion of the Federal Act on Private International Law (FAPIL) and the UN Conven-
tion on the International Sale of Goods (Vienna Sales Convention). The sole place of jurisdiction is the city of Bern (Switzerland).
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